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i2P MISSION & VISION

The mission of impossible2Possible (i2P) is to use the platform of adventure and technology to educate, inspire, and
empower the global community to reach beyond their perceived limits and make positive change in the world.
The vision of i2P is to cultivate a generation of leaders who, through direct experience, education and the use of
groundbreaking technology, are prepared to pioneer social and environmental action throughout the world.

EXPEDITION UTAH 2013
For the 7th stage of the impossible2Possible World Expedition Series a Youth Ambassador team will attempt to run a
marathon a day for 8 consecutive days across one of the most remote and beautiful regions in the United States of America!
The i2P team will have the have the rare opportunity to visit the interior of Grand Staircase-Escalante National
Monument (GSENM) located in Southern Utah.
The monument was dedicated in 1996 and encompasses 1.9 million acres of unparalleled beauty, a geologic history that
spans over 270 million years, where over 20 news species of dinosaurs have been discovered in the last decade. It is also
home to one of the most complete late Cretaceous terrestrial fossil records in the world, along with some of the most
rugged terrain any i2P Youth Ambassador team has ever attempted.
The educational program will take a look back through time and explore when dinosaurs roamed the land, mass extinctions
happened, and analyze the landscape and geology that allowed new beginnings of life to occur.
As has been the case over the last two years, i2P is proud to partner with the Faculty of Science at Simon Fraser University
(SFU) on the creation and development of an engaging, challenge-based Learning Program. Along with SFU,
impossible2Possible has partnered with the United States Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to ensure that students
receive a program that not only educates, but also inspires and empowers all at the same time!
Registration is free, and takes less than 5 minutes! Register today at http://i2p.force.com/UtahSchoolRegistration and take
your students on an interactive journey back 270 million years.
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